Passive Time Reversal Acoustic Communications
Through Shallow-Water Internal Waves I. INTRODUCTION U NDERWATER acoustic channels are challenging for digital communications due to excessive multipath spread [1] . Further, the variability of the ocean environment can cause fluctuations of acoustic channels that can result in additional limitations on digital communications [2] - [4] . Among the dynamic ocean processes, internal waves can cause significant variation of acoustic pulses propagating in shallow water [5] . There have been a number of experimental and modeling efforts to investigate acoustic fluctuations in the presence of internal waves. For example, internal waves were reported causing intensity fluctuations of acoustic pulses during the 1995 Shallow Water Acoustics in Random Media (SWARM-95) Experiment [6] and these fluctuations were later modeled [7] , [8] . The coherence properties of acoustic pulses in an internal wave field have also been studied [9] - [12] . Both coherence and intensity fluctuations of the acoustic channel can affect the performance of coherent underwater acoustic communications. However, only limited efforts have been reported to relate these effects to the performance of acoustic communications. The only notable example is [13] , where signal temporal coherence in several experiments has been summarized. Sample demodulation results at the carrier frequency of 400 Hz have been used to show effects of the decreased signal coherence on the decision feedback equalizer (DFE). The decrease of signal coherence has been attributed to the presence of internal waves, which were referred to as the common physical processes in the experimental sites.
Time reversal is a pulse compression technique which focuses on sound transmissions that have been spread by propagation in a multipath environment without prior knowledge of the medium [14] . After being first demonstrated in the 1990s [15] , both active [16] and passive [17] time reversals have been investigated for acoustic communications. More recently, the time reversal approach has been combined with DFEs to suppress the residual intersymbol interference (ISI) [18] , [19] for carrier frequencies of 3-5 kHz or below. Channel and phase tracking has also been incorporated into time reversal receivers to achieve reliable communications in dynamic ocean environments at a higher central frequency (12 kHz) [4] .
During the 2006 Shallow Water Experiment (SW06) [20] , concurrent environmental observations and acoustic measurements were made to study internal wave effects on coherent underwater acoustic communications. During a 12-h communication period over a 19.8-km acoustic track, a packet of strong internal waves was observed by ship radars and thermistor strings. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signals at the carrier frequencies of 813 and 1627 Hz are analyzed by time reversal processing followed by a single-channel DFE.
Two types of internal wave effects are investigated in the context of passive time reversal acoustic communications. One is the rapid channel fluctuation observed within 90-s data packets. It can be characterized as decreased channel coherence, which was the result of fast sound-speed perturbations during the internal wave passage. We show its effect on the time reversal receiver performance and apply channel tracking in the communication receiver to counteract such rapid fluctuation. The 0364-9059/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE other one is the long-term (in the scale of hours) performance degradation in the depressed waveguide when the internal waves passed through the acoustic track. Significant acoustic intensity decrease was observed at the upper water column for several hours when the internal wave packet overlapped with the acoustic track. This is different from acoustic intensity fluctuations at low frequencies (300-400 Hz or below) associated with the period of the internal waves, which are results of horizontal focusing and defocusing as reported in [6] and [7] . The index of refraction for horizontal rays has been shown to explain the horizontal focusing and defocusing at low frequencies [7] . At the considered frequencies (813 or 1627 Hz), it is much smaller than at 300-400 Hz in the previous studies [6] , [7] . This is because the index of refraction for horizontal rays is related to the modal amplitude, which is smaller at higher frequencies. Therefore, the horizontal focusing and defocusing are not considered as the primary reason for the observed intensity fluctuations. A simplified ray approximation is used to explain such acoustic intensity decrease and hence the acoustic communication performance degradation in the depressed waveguide.
The contribution of this paper is quantification of both shortterm and long-term acoustic fluctuation effects at the middle frequency band (813 and 1627 Hz) in an internal wave experiment. These effects are measured by the communication performance through time reversal processing for an extended period (12 h). It should be noted that the carrier frequencies discussed here are relatively low. Acoustic communications at these frequencies can be used for long-range telemetry that requires only limited data rates. The observed internal wave effects on acoustic communications should apply to higher frequencies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the principle of passive time reversal acoustic communications will be briefly introduced. In Section III, the acoustic communication experiment during SW06 will be presented. In Section IV, sample acoustic data will be discussed and a time reversal receiver structure will be presented to analyze the communication data. In Section V, the receiver performance during the experiment will be shown. Also, a simplified ray approximation will be put forward to explain the acoustic intensity decrease that causes communication performance degradation in the presence of the internal waves. Note that all time information in the paper is in coordinated universal time (UTC).
II. PASSIVE TIME REVERSAL ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATIONS
In a time reversal process, the source first transmits a probe that is recorded at the receiver. The received probe, serving as channel information, is time reversed and retransmitted at the receiver. Thus, sound focusing can be achieved at the source if the channel does not change significantly. This process can be implemented as passive time reversal or passive phase conjugation when a receiving array is available [17] . Here we consider a passive time reversal system in the ocean, which consists of a single transducer and an -element hydrophone array. At the source, a binary information sequence is transformed into a baseband continuous wave . Let be the received baseband signal at the th hydrophone at the receiving array. The effect of the transmission medium between the source and th hydrophone can be characterized by a time-varying impulse response, , where is the impulse response length. Therefore, , where represents the ambient noise and denotes the convolution operation. Note that as in [21] , the received analog waveform is sampled at a fractional symbol interval to provide robustness to carrier phase fluctuations. However, the equations throughout the paper use symbol spaced signals for notational brevity.
In passive time reversal, the baseband signals on each channel are matched-filtered by the time reversed channel estimates and the results are combined. The channel estimate is often obtained at the beginning of the data packet, denoted as , by channel probes or known symbols. Therefore, the output of time reversal combining is (1) where is the effective impulse response, or -function [22] , using in time reversal combining (2) and denotes the complex conjugate and is the noise component after time reversal combining.
Time reversal combining alone usually cannot achieve perfect equalization with a limited number of hydrophones. Therefore, a single-channel DFE with joint phase tracking [21] is followed to equalize the residual ISI in of (1) [18] , [19] . At low frequencies (below 3-5 kHz) with a static ocean condition, the impulse response is usually considered constant during a data packet that has a duration of seconds to minutes. The single-channel DFE can compensate for small variations of the channel. An exponentially weighted recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm is often chosen to update the equalizer tap weights. The residual carrier phase offset in is compensated for by a second-order phase locked loop embedded in the adaptive DFE. The output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used to measure the performance of the receiver. It is the inverse of the mean squared error measured at the DFE soft output.
III. THE COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT DURING SW06
SW06 was conducted on the New Jersey continental shelf from July to September 2006 [20] . In this paper, we focus on data collected between 18:00:00Z on August 17 and 06:00:00Z on August 18, when a packet of strong internal waves was observed by radars on the R/V Sharp and the R/V Oceanus as well as water temperature measurements [23] . The internal wave event was named Event 50 by the R/V Sharp. The source was the Miami Sound Machine (MSM) [24] . During the experiment, it was moored at the depth of 70 m and at the range of 19.8 km from the 16-element Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution vertical line array (WHOI-VLA). The receiving array covered the depth from 13.5 to 77.75 m. The water depth was about 80 m along the entire acoustic track. The experimental setting is shown in Fig. 1 .
During Event 50, the R/V Sharp and the R/V Oceanus coordinated operations to monitor the origination and propagation of internal waves using onboard radars. At 18:00:00Z on August 17, 2006, the two vessels were stationary, with the R/V Sharp at location and the R/V Oceanus at location ( Fig. 1) , observing the origination of a packet of strong internal waves. As the packet propagated northwest, the two vessels followed the internal wave front. At around 21:15:00Z, the observed internal wave packet started to intersect the acoustic track at the receiving array. The observed internal wave packet is illustrated as the parallel lines in Fig. 1 at 22:30:00Z when the R/V Sharp was at location and the R/V Oceanus was at location . The internal waves observed by the two vessels were known to be two segments of a singular nonlinear packet. As shown, the internal wave packet had a large overlap over the acoustic track at 22:30:00Z. The angle between the internal wave front and acoustic track was small, about 5 observed from the R/V Sharp around location . The angle varied along the acoustic track because of the curvature of the internal wave front. From 00:00:00Z to 00:30:00Z, nearly the entire acoustic track was affected by the internal wave packet. At around 02:00:00Z on August 18, the internal wave packet started to move off the acoustic track.
The internal wave packet was also observed by a network of thermistor strings deployed in the experimental site. Fig. 2 shows the temperature profiles recorded at the receiving array (WHOI mooring SW54) [20] . The SW54 mooring had 11 temperature sensors at 5-78.5 m that recorded the temperature profile every 30 s. Before 21:15:00Z, there were no internal waves and the surface mixed layer extended to about 15-m depth. Starting at 21:15:00Z, the water temperature exhibited fast perturbations when the internal waves passed through the receiving array. The surface mixed layer was depressed down to 
IV. PASSIVE TIME REVERSAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF INTERNAL WAVES
In this section, the rapid acoustic fluctuations caused by internal waves will be shown using sample data. Its impact on the performance of the time reversal receiver will be presented. Channel tracking will be applied to cope with such rapid acoustic fluctuations.
Due to the presence of the internal waves, the impulse response showed variable characteristics during Event 50. Fig. 3 shows the impulse responses at 813 Hz for two geotimes. They were obtained by the least squares (LS) estimation. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the impulse response was quite stable during the 90 s at 18:00:00Z, before the internal waves reached the acoustic track. Such a stable arrival structure is beneficial to time reversal acoustic communications as will be shown later in this section. Let the channel correlation coefficient at the th channel be defined as (3) where denotes the ensemble average and is the lag time. The calculated channel correlation based on the impulse responses in Fig. 3(a) was greater than 0.5 when 65 s. In other words, if channel coherence time is defined as the lag time at which , then at 18:00:00Z it would be 65 s. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , the impulse response fluctuated at a faster rate at 22:30:00Z when the internal waves passed through the acoustic track. The fast perturbations in the sound-speed profile caused this rapid channel fluctuation [11] . During this period, the channel coherence time was 15 s. At 1627 Hz, the impulse responses also demonstrated a sharp contrast between 18:00:00Z and 22:30:00Z (not shown in plots). The channel coherence times were 26 s at 18:00:00Z while 6 s at 22:30:00Z.
Such a difference in the channel characteristics can affect the performance of the time reversal receiver. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the time reversal receiver could successfully demodulate the data packet at 18:00:00Z with an output SNR of 14.6 dB. There were no demodulation errors for the 90-s data packet. But the receiver failed to demodulate the data packet at 22:30:00Z. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the receiver had significant demodulation errors from 20 s onwards. Around 40 s, the DFE diverged and the receiver failed. This was because the channel varied significantly within the data packet. When the channel fluctuated, pulse compression could not be achieved through time reversal combining in (1) and (2) because of the nonnegligible mismatch between and . To deal with the channel fluctuation in the presence of internal waves, we propose to update the channel estimates regularly within a data packet at time intervals of . Note that time reversal combining alone with frequent channel updates has been discussed for high frequencies [25] . Joint time reversal combining and multichannel equalization have been considered for moving platforms [26] . In [26] , only one combining coefficient per hydrophone channel is updated when the impulse responses fluctuate. Both channel tracking and phase tracking have also been incorporated into time reversal receivers at high frequencies (12 kHz) in dynamic ocean environments [4] . Channel estimation can be performed based on the past demodulation results using the LS algorithm. Once the updated channel esti- mates are available, they are used in time reversal combining. Fig. 5(a) shows the receiver structure. So the -function becomes (4) With frequent updates to track the channel, the -function can be almost constant or slowly varying even for fluctuating impulse responses.
At the beginning of a data packet, a preamble (or a sequence of known symbols) is used to perform initial channel estimation and to adaptively train the DFE tap weights. After the preamble, the channel estimates are updated at time intervals of . The channel estimate can be obtained from the received signal and the previously detected symbols . With the updated channel estimate , time reversal combining is performed and the DFE generates the next block of demodulation results. The demodulation process continues until it reaches the end of the data packet.
A. The Channel Update Interval
The choice of the channel update interval is dependent on the fluctuating rate of the channel. Generally, a more dynamic channel requires more frequent channel updates. Smaller channel update intervals , i.e., more frequent channel updates, lead to better receiver performance for fluctuating channels. At 18:00:00Z, the output SNR decreased gradually with the increase of at 813 Hz. Even without channel updates in the data packets, the time reversal receiver was able to demodulate all the symbols without any errors. But at 22:30:00Z, the output SNR decreased much faster with the increase of . The receiver failed, the bit error rate (BER) approaching 0.5, at 10 s. At both 18:00:00Z and 22:30:00Z, additional decreasing of below 1 s resulted in minimal performance improvement, with or without internal waves present. At 1627 Hz, similar results can be observed. V. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE DURING SW06 In this section, the performance of the time reversal receiver with channel tracking is shown for the selected 12-h period in SW06. A simplified ray approximation is also presented to explain the acoustic intensity fluctuations that caused long-term communication performance degradation in the presence of internal waves.
In the time reversal receiver with channel tracking, 14 elements of the receiving array that covered the water column at depths of 13.5-77.25 m were used. The received data were oversampled with a rate of . At the beginning of the data packet, a 5 s preamble was used to carry out initial channel estimation and DFE tap weight training. The estimated impulse response length was 330 ms at 813 Hz and 250 ms at 1627 Hz. The observation time span used in the LS channel estimation is denoted as , which was set as twice the estimated impulse response length. The channel update interval was also set as twice the estimated impulse response length. Therefore, . The number of the feedforward taps was for the fractionally spaced DFE where was the feedforward filter span in symbols. The number of the feedback taps was . The RLS forgetting factor in the DFE was 0.998. Fig. 6 shows the output SNR at the two carrier frequencies during Event 50. As shown, the output SNR at both carrier frequencies decreased during the period from 22:00:00Z to 00:30:00Z when the internal waves passed through the acoustic track. As shown in Fig. 2 , the water column had an extended surface mixed layer and strong temperature fluctuations during this period. The average output SNRs before and during the passage of the internal waves are marked in Fig. 6 for both carrier frequencies. At 813 Hz, the performance degradation caused by the internal waves was significant: The average difference in the output SNR was 4 dB between the condition when this internal wave packet did not reach the acoustic track and the condition when internal waves passed through the acoustic track. At 1627 Hz, the average difference in the output SNR was about 3 dB. The minimum output SNR occurred at 00:00:00Z (for 813 Hz) and 00:30:00Z (for 1627 Hz) on August 18, 2006, when the entire acoustic track was affected by the passing internal waves.
During the 12-h period, most of the data packets had no demodulation errors. Only one out of 25 packets had demodulation errors at the carrier frequency of 813 Hz and the BER was below 10 . Three packets at the carrier frequency of 1627 Hz had demodulation errors, with BERs also below 10 . The average output SNR during the 12-h period was slightly higher at 1627 Hz: it was 16.0 dB for 813 Hz and 16.7 dB for 1627 Hz. Generally, the communication performance at higher carrier frequencies is worse than that at lower carrier frequencies. Note that the double bandwidth was used for double symbol rate transmission at 1627 Hz. However, the average received signal intensity was 4.2 dB higher at 1627 Hz as will be shown in Fig. 7 . The average was performed over the receiving array for the 12-h period. The higher signal intensity at 1627 Hz was attributed to the combination of similar source spectral levels at the two carrier frequencies and double bandwidth transmission at 1627 Hz. Considering the half symbol period at 1627 Hz, the symbol energy was still 1.2 dB higher at 1627 Hz. In the experiment, the noise spectral density decreased as the frequency increased. The average noise spectral density was 3.8 dB lower at the 1627-Hz band. This resulted in an average of 5-dB higher input SNR per symbol and a slightly better communication performance at 1627 Hz.
A. Ray Approximation in the Presence of Internal Waves
Fig . 7 shows the received intensity at the receiving array for two carrier frequencies during the 12-h period. Note that the intensity numbers at 813 and 1627 Hz were normalized by the same factor. The 14 elements have been divided into four groups and the intensity was averaged over the three or four hydrophones in the groups. At the top four hydrophones (denoted as CH: 1-4) average acoustic intensity decreased about 6-8 dB at both carrier frequencies during the period when the internal waves overlapped with the acoustic track. Acoustic intensity in the middle or lower water column did not show remarkable difference between before and during the internal waves passage. The intensity decrease led to the lower output SNR in the presence of internal waves since the received intensity was directly related to input SNR and, therefore, the communication performance [27] .
In [6] and [7] , significant acoustic intensity fluctuations at low frequencies (300-400 Hz or below) have been reported at the internal wave periods (10-15 min in SWARM-95 or SW06 environments). Horizontal focusing and defocusing have been considered to explain the acoustic intensity fluctuations. The frequency-dependent index of refraction for horizontal rays is quite remarkable at 300-400 Hz. However, at the considered frequencies (813 or 1627 Hz), it is much smaller [8] . Therefore, the horizontal focusing and defocusing should not have significant contributions towards the observed intensity fluctuations at a much larger time scale. In order to explain the observed intensity fluctuations, a simplified ray approximation is proposed in this section. As shown in Fig. 2 , lowering of the thermocline layer was observed when the internal waves passed through the acoustic track from 21:15:00Z to 02:00:00Z. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the sound-speed profiles of the water column without (18:00:00Z) and with (22:30:00Z) the presence of internal waves, respectively. In both geotimes, the sound-speed profiles were averaged over a 30-min period. At 22:30:00Z, the waveguide was depressed along the acoustic track and the extent of depression varied at different parts. The average over 30 min gives an estimate of the waveguide depression. As shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , the thermocline was about 10 m lower at 22:30:00Z (internal wave present) than it was at 18:00:00Z (before the internal wave arrival). When the internal waves passed through the acoustic track, the water column experienced fast perturbations, in addition to the lowering of the thermocline. As mentioned in Section IV, the fast perturbations in the sound-speed profile caused rapid channel fluctuation, which can be addressed by the channel tracking in the time reversal processor. Here we only consider the effect of the depressed waveguide.
As shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), sound-speed profiles in the waveguide had steep negative gradients in the thermocline layer. Therefore, the main contributions to the sound intensity were the rays refracted in the thermocline for this waveguide. In the ray approximation presented in this section, only the rays refracted in the thermocline layer are considered. We also assume that the sound-speed profiles and bottom properties are range independent in the approximation.
At 22:30:00Z, no rays refracted in the thermocline layer could reach the top three hydrophones. In other words, the top three hydrophones were in the shadow zone because of the depressed waveguide. Two additional hydrophones, at 24. 75 TABLE I  MODELED INTENSITY DECREASE AT THE RECEIVING ARRAY THROUGH RAY APPROXIMATION (S DENOTES THAT THE HYDROPHONE WAS SHADOWED;  A NEGATIVE DECIBEL NUMBER INDICATES INCREASED INTENSITY WITH THE PRESENCE OF INTERNAL WAVES) and 28.5 m, received less acoustic intensity, though they were not in the shadow zone according to the ray approximation. Fig. 8(c) and (d) shows the ray tracing results for the receiving depth of 24.75 m without and with the presence of internal waves, respectively. Only eigenrays refracted in the thermocline are plotted. As shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d) , when the thermocline layer was in a lower position, fewer rays could reach the receiving hydrophone. Further, these rays had smaller ray cycles and larger grazing angles. On the basis of the measured sound-speed profiles and bottom parameters, the acoustic intensity decrease caused by the depressed waveguide can be estimated. The transmission loss of the th ray is determined by the attenuation coefficient , which in turn is determined by its ray cycle and reflection coefficient [28] , [29] (5) where is the ray cycle, is the Fresnel reflection coefficient, and is the grazing angle of the ray. Both and are dependent on the grazing angle and on waveguide parameters such as sound-speed profiles and bottom properties. The Fresnel reflection coefficient is defined as (6) where , and are the density ratio, the refractive index, and the absorptive coefficient of the bottom, respectively. The sound speed of the bottom was chosen as 1610 m/s, the density as 1800 kg/m , and the absorptive coefficient as 0.01. These parameters were measured during SWARM-95 [30] and SW06 [31] . The amplitude of the th ray is (7) where is the source-receiver range. Note that here and it decreases with the increase of the grazing angle. According to (6) and (7), either larger grazing angles or smaller ray cycles will result in smaller ray amplitude. Therefore, rays with smaller cycles and larger grazing angles at 23:00:00Z had smaller amplitudes than those at 18:00:00Z. At the receiving depth of 24.75 m, the intensity at 22:30:00Z (in the presence of internal waves) was 9.3 dB less than at 18:00:00Z (without the presence of internal waves). Also as mentioned, the top three hydrophones were in the shadow zone because of the depressed waveguide. Therefore, the average intensity decrease as shown in Fig. 7 was significant at the top hydrophones. At this and other depths, the calculated ray cycle was about 600 m for the depressed waveguide and 800 m for the not depressed case. Another separate effort on SW06 showed similar results for the ray cycle calculation [32] . The average number of bottom bounces was about 20-30 times for the 19.8-km acoustic track. Table I shows the intensity decrease calculation via the ray approximation at the receiving array. In addition to the modeled intensity decrease at top hydrophones, the modeled intensity at the middle and lower water column was shown not affected significantly. When the thermocline was depressed, the total acoustic energy would remain unchanged compared to the not depressed waveguide only if there was no bottom attenuation. The hydrophones at the middle and lower water column would receive higher intensity. However, with bottom attenuation, the depressed thermocline generated eigenrays with smaller ray cycles and these eigenrays attenuated more because of more bottom bounces. This led to minimum or no acoustic intensity increase at the middle or lower water column. The total intensity across the water column decreased.
VI. CONCLUSION
During a 12-h period in SW06, detailed environmental measurements were made to study internal wave effects on coherent underwater acoustic communications. BPSK signals were transmitted while a strong packet of internal waves passed through the entire 19.8-km acoustic track. The communication data were analyzed using passive time reversal processing followed by a single-channel DFE. It was shown that in the presence of internal waves the time reversal receiver had to track channel variations due to disturbed channel coherence. We demonstrated that successful data communications had been achieved for the 12-h period when the internal waves passed through. However, even with channel tracking, the time reversal receiver experienced significant performance degradation, average 3-4-dB decrease in the output SNR, due to the acoustic intensity decrease caused by the passing internal waves. A simplified ray approximation was proposed to explain the acoustic intensity decrease that caused communication performance degradation in the presence of the internal waves.
